
Phoenix Fridays: Unloaded 

 

Phoenix has a true dedication to local art. On the first Friday of every month thousands of people 

visit the galleries and arts venues of art districts Roosevelt Row and Grand Avenue. A scaled-down 

version occurs on the third Friday that attracts a smaller but more art-focused audience. I was a part 

of this audience this past Friday. 

The most unique venues of Third Friday were three re-purposed shipping containers converted to 

mobile galleries. Once the land is developed the gallery moves elsewhere and is therefore able to 

bring art to a new community. This is a fabulous idea that I wished more cities adopted. One of these 

galleries, Hot Box Gallery, occupied two of the containers with a solo exhibit in each. The exhibits 

are part of Hot Box's Onloaded series, which exhibits emerging local and international artists.  

The first exhibit was Andrea Sherrill Evans' highly-detailed (so detailed the artworks from a distance 

appear as photographs, see below) watercolor series, Firewood. In Firewood the artist regroups 

pieces of engineered wood "with varying levels of success" to show ultimately the human 

relationship to the natural world. See pictures of Andrea's process to create the wood studies on 

her website. http://andreasherrillevans.com/section/405463_Firewood_series.html  

This relationship is evident throughout Andrea's creative process: her selection of wood as subject 

matter; use of the element water to create the paintings; paintings on paper, a derivative of wood. 

Finally the arrangement of the artworks on the walls of the gallery, much like the groupings of wood 

the artist studied for the series, was clustered yet disconnected, resembling the organization of trees 

in a forest.  

Submerging below the forest ground to the underworld (or without metaphor, going to the adjacent 

shipping container) was Jason Dinger's debut exhibit, an homage to "1970s Italian horror films and 

1980s American drive-in slasher films." Jason created the paintings in the manner of movie posters 

but his paintings were not copies: He incorporated characters and text from different films so that the 

paintings are reminiscent but not specific. I am not familiar with this genre of film so I appreciated the 

paintings for the echoes of street art, one if my favorite genres of art, and for Jason's dexterity in 

presenting different fonts (see the complete series on the phICA’s website). 

http://phica.org/projects/onloaded-2/jason-dinger/  

 

As mentioned in his artist statement, Jason, a self-described "provocateur of suppressed desires 

and twisted proclivities", aims to "kick punch viewers who may dismiss his work as humorous or 

frivolous." Frivolous these paintings were not. Jason began with painting a canvas black - an atypical 

approach to painting - then layered neon acrylic paint that enlivened the monsters and murderers 

from the flat canvas, in a way resurrecting the dead. Thoughtful lighting and shading added a three-

dimensional affect. The renderings of human flesh were realistic, most especially when the subject 

was twisting in agony. Like a good movie you're drawn into the painting and want to experience 

http://andreasherrillevans.com/section/405463_Firewood_series.html
http://phica.org/projects/onloaded-2/jason-dinger/


more. The paintings elicit emotion from the viewer. Likely, your emotions will evolve from discomfort 

to desire.  

For a touch of humor Jason included a painting of a pug with the vertical text, "Pug Life" in neon 

pink.  

 

 

Andrea Sherrill Evans, Firewood #20, watercolor on paper. Source: Artist's website. 

http://andreasherrillevans.com/home.html


 

Grouping of artworks in  Firewood 



 

Jason Dinger, Vampire Nightmare 3, 2014, acrylic on canvas (There is no Vampire 1 or 2; Jason 

added "3" because "everyone loves a sequel"). 

 

 



 

Jason Diner's exhibit at Hot Box. Left: Love Butcher, 2015, acrylic on canvas. 

 

 

Hot Box Gallery 


